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Q. "I assume the PO integrates into QuickBooks easily?"  
 
A.  Right now, the Purchase Orders are just stored in PrintSmith.  This is to keep track of 
expenses on jobs and verify pricing.  The cost will still need to be input into Quickbooks 
manually.    
 
Q.  "you have to delete the price and then hit tab" "when you unlock a price"  
 
A. You are correct for removing an override.  When you unlock a charge, it should 

automatically calculate a price.   
  
Q. "So if I update price or description will the PO update"  
 
A.  No, the Purchase Order does not update.  The item will need to be removed and added. 

   
Q. "Why are the cells different on the PO edit fields instead of the same as the standard 

fields” 
 
A. We made the fields more description in the edit window for easier understanding of 

what data needs to be entered. 
    
Q.  "Does that actually program in the media area of the fiery?" 
 
A. You can sync up the Fiery paper catalog with PrintSmith so the media selected in the 

Fiery will be correct. 
    
Q. "Is there a way to block costing view from certain employees? We may not want our 

employees to see the profitability." 
 
A. The way the system is configured, if you can access the invoice, then you can access the 

costing window within the document.    
  
Q. "Can you use the PO for charge items only - binding supplies"  
 
A. Yes, you can access a Purchase Order at the Invoice, Job, and Charge levels.   
 
Q. "I see that special instructions is under invoice summary for the invoice to add things 

that appear on the docket. Where is this feature when creating an estimate?""  
  
A. The special instructions in the summary window are notes that you would like to show 

to the customer.  Notes for the job ticket are under the job details sections.  There is an 
icon near the Confirm button called Job Notes where you would but notes to appear on 
the job ticket.  It is available on estimates and invoices.    
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Q. "There are times we need to ship to multiple addresses. Could this be an option in the 
future?""  

 
A. Currently you can create multiple delivery tickets for each job.  When you add shipping 

charges you can select delivery addresses that are attached to the contact.  You get the 
same drop-down list in the account information window in the Delivery box.  Then you 
can use the shipping charges as a guide to create the delivery tickets need to deliver the 
job to all the needed destinations.  

   
Q. "We have a Zebra Label printer for shipping. Can the label function be integrated with 

that printer?” 
 
A. Yes, you can set up carton labels to work with any type of label printer.  
   
Q. "Is the Ship Via something we can edit? i.e. Ship on UPS Customer Account."  
 
A. Yes, this is a table in the Table Editor called Ship Via.  
   
Q. "Can you add an additional permanent SHIP TO address on the fly?" 
 
A. Permanent shipping addresses must be set up in the Contact window.  
   
Q. "Can you add a LEAD SOURCE on the fly?" 
 
A.  If you set up the Lead Source table as add from input, you will be asked if you want to 

add the entry to the list each time you type a new source.   
  
Q. "Can you leave the Proofreader field blank?...or can it have a pull down of Sales 

people and CSR's?" 
 
A. Since the Proofreader field is just a text field, you can leave it blank or type in the name 

you want to appear.  There is no table assigned to it. 
    
Q. "How do you Invoice a Multipart job that has different quantities on each item?" 
 
A. To invoice multipart jobs with different quantities for each part, you would go to your 

Document Preferences and uncheck the options to Hide Multipart Jobs and Multipart 
Job Prices.  

   
Q. I dont see any Hot buttons to add Ship Via Expense Codes etc. Can we add these on 

the fly?" 
 
A. At bottom of invoice.   
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Q. "What does ""RAISE"" a Purchase Order mean? Why not ""CREATE"" a Purchase 
Order? Is that a Europeon thing?"  

 
A. Raise a Purchase Order is the more commonly used verbiage for creating purchase 

orders so that was the terminology we used.  
   
Q. "Can we put a prefix before the Document number on a PO?" 
 
A.  Yes, if you go under Admin>Preference>Accounting>PO Preferences, you can set up a 

prefix and/or suffix for your purchase orders.  You can also select the option to set them 
when you are in the purchase order itself.    

 


